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REPERTOIRE IS A SHARE MOVING MEDIA PUBLICATION

There are thousands of products distribution reps can sell.

Repertoire can help you equip them for sucess.



Repertoire is the only publication that serves the healthcare 
distribution channel through a wide range of resources including 
print, digital, video, webinars and education. It focuses on three 
closely related segments: physician office, hospital/ surgery center 
and post-acute care. The constituents in the healthcare distribution 
channel rely on Repertoire for market analysis, emerging trends, and 
new products and services. Recognized as the industry leader in 
providing information, communication and education, Repertoire is 
staffed by long-time industry veterans and is considered required 
reading by the distribution community.

•  You can reach 6,700 in distribution and 9,000 in the industry every month.

• It builds a relationship with the people who sell your products.

• It opens the doors with distributor management for your salespeople.

• It shows your company’s commitment to the distribution channel.
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» McKesson

» Henry Schein Medical Group

» Cardinal Health

» Owens & Minor

» Medline

» Fisher Healthcare

» NDC

» IMCO

» Independents

» Concordance

Advertising in Repertoire is 
a Superior Investment!
One that will help you 

move market share!

New 
Measurements 
for HEDIS
Infection exposure risk one  
of the new measures for 2017
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Bonus distribution to national sales 
meetings and industry events

Circulation: 9,000 total

How to 
carry on in 
the midst of 
uncertainty

KEEP CALM … 
ADAPT
And
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Facing 
     the 
Threat

Infection 
prevention will 
take a committed 
effort from 
providers across 
the care continuum
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June 2017
Facing the Threat —

 Infection prevention w
ill take a com

m
itted effort from

 providers across the care continuumNuts AND Bolts
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Dail-eNews

The Dail-eNews is real-time 
news for those involved in the 
business of healthcare. As the 
industry’s first and only e-mail 
news service, it’s e-mailed on 
a daily basis to over 25,000 
decision-makers in GPOs, IDNs 
and the manufacturing and 
distribution segments of the 
healthcare industry.

RepConnect Mobile App

RepConnect equips 
Distribution Reps with an 
easy to use, efficient solution 
for storing and sharing 
product brochures, white 
papers, and rep lists. With 
this revolutionary tool, 
Reps can share information 
and documents with their 
accounts in just a few clicks.

Education

Repertoire provides product 
training to distribution sales 
reps through print and online 
models. Distributor sales reps 
from companies like Cardinal 
Health, McKesson, Henry Schein 
Medical, as well as independent 
reps from IMCO and NDC 
learn and earn with product 
training. Repertoire offers 
distributor sales rep training 
modules, comprehensive 
internal manufacturer-training 
programs and in-service 
training modules.

Events

Discuss key trends with 
the leading industry voices 
and decision-makers at 
regional and national events 
throughout the year.

Our Footprint
Repertoire’s footprint includes: 
e-news, mobile app,  
webinars and events.



Mike Carver’s been at it 43 
years. And he couldn’t be 
happier.

“I am truly a blessed man to 
have been able to spend my career 
in medical sales,” says Carver, cor-
porate accounts director for medical 
distribution, GOJO Industries. “It 
would be hard to perceive anyone 
loving their friends or having any 
better relationships in the industry 
than I do. Meaningful relationships 
remain the priority for success.”

Carver is one of  three inductees 
this year into the Medical Distribu-
tion Hall of  Fame.

Destiny
Carver believes he is one of  the few 
who was destined to go into medical 
sales. “I knew when I went away to 
college, that I would end up in the 
medical supply industry,” he says. 
“All I wanted to do was to carry a 
bag, like my dad.”

His dad, Gene Carver, a World 
War II veteran, began his medical 
sales career in an entry-level position 
with Medical Arts Supply Company, 
a Huntington, W.V.-based distribu-
tor. Gene worked his way up and 
became a partner and general man-
ager of  the company (which was one 
of  the first to be acquired by Max 
Goodloe, as Goodloe was building 

Mike Carver:  
He has his priorities straight
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Medical Distribution  
Hall of Fame

Could Dick Moorman ever 
have been anything but a 
salesman?

“My father would drive to In-
diana to buy melons,” recounts 
Moorman, vice president of  dis-
tributor relations for Midmark, 
and recent inductee into the Medi-
cal Distribution Hall of  Fame. 
“He would buy a whole car trunk 
full and then have me load up my 
coaster wagon and go door to 
door in Minster (Ohio), selling 
those melons.

“As a young child, we would 
hunt night crawlers for bait. I would 
load them up in that same coaster 
wagon and take them up to Bud’s 
Bar/gas station and sell them to Bud 
for a dime a dozen. He then sold 
them to all the local people for 50 
cents a dozen. In junior high I got 
a job at the local Mobil gas station. 
We were given bonuses at Christmas 
based on how many wiper blades 
and window-washer fluid we could 
sell. That was back in the days of  
full service at the pumps.

“In middle school, before 
school, I carried milk baskets for 
Denny Monnin, and sold milk, juice, 

Dick Moorman:  
Lucky man

He didn’t choose his career. It chose him.
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EDITORIAL 

Repertoire spotlights leaders in the industry throughout the year, including: 

Medical Distribution Hall of Fame Excellence in Sales Awards
vol.25  no.4 • April 2017 repertoiremag.com

   The 
Pursuit of 
Excellence

A
pril 2017

The Pursuit of ExcellenceMedical Distribution  
Hall of Fame

Mike Carver
Tony Melaro 
Dick Moorman
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Issue Ad Due Date Issue Highlight Health Focus

January 12/5 Rep survey Obesity

February 1/5 MACRA, HEDIS updates Heart Disease

March 2/5 Hall of Fame Inductee, Readex Study iFOBT

April 3/5 Excellence in Sales Infection Prevention/MRSA

May 4/5 Value analysis in the physician market  Imaging

June 5/7 The point-and-click supply chain Infection Prevention

July 6/5 Chronic disease management Sharps Safety

August 7/6 Equipment Equipment

September 8/6 Pain Management Flu

October 9/5 Innovation, Readex Study Lab/Diagnostics

November 10/5 Telemedicine Diabetes

December 11/5 Manufacturer Reps to Watch TBD

Bonus Distribution at Distributor National Sales Meetings and Industry Meetings and Events
* Editorial calendar subject to change based on industry events and trends.

Medical Distribution  
Hall of Fame

Melaro, who is director of  na-
tional distribution accounts for Welch 
Allyn, is a recent inductee into the 
Medical Distribution Hall of  Fame.

“Tony finds a way to get people 
to completely trust him, because they 
know he cares about their business as 
much as his,” says John Moran, who, 
before his recent retirement, was vice 
president of  corporate distribution. 

Box-mover
“I didn’t care for the insurance busi-
ness,” says Melaro, reflecting on his 
father’s career. “But I was attracted 
to the people part. He had so many 
friends. He went door-to-door sell-
ing life insurance, like the Fuller 
Brush man. That’s a tough job. I al-
ways respected that he was pounding 
the pavement. I think he was suc-
cessful because of  his personality. 
He was outgoing, wasn’t afraid to 
talk to people. He engaged himself  
with people.

Tony Melaro: 
 He sees things through

Believe it: Dr. Ben has a serious side

Door-to-door insurance salesman Angelo Melaro knew practically 
every one of  Olean, N.Y.’s 20,000 citizens. His wife, Gloria, 
raised three kids, went back to school when she was 50, got an 

RN degree, and worked as an OR supervisor till she was in her 70s. No 
wonder their kid – Tony Melaro – turned out the way he did: energetic, 
hard-working, focused, enthusiastic, born to sell…and funny.
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Excellence in Sales

Victor Bakkar’s father, Saliba Bakkar, was a Ford man most of his life, 

though he did hop over to Chevy at one point. But it wasn’t the cars that Mr. 
Bakkar drove that had an impact on his son so much as the ones he sold – and 
how he sold them. The elder Bakkar was in automotive sales and management, 
and owned his own dealership. “He was fully invested in the car business,” says 
Bakkar, account manager for McKesson Medical-Surgical, and recipient of  this 
year’s Repertoire/HIDA Excellence in Sales Award for a distribution rep.

From young Bakkar’s perspective, his father wasn’t selling so much as 
he was helping people fill a need. He saw his father talking with people who 
relied on him and trusted his expertise, then walking them through the sales 
process. He has adopted the same mindset in his medical sales career. “I’m 
helping doctors with a need to improve patient outcomes,” says Bakkar, of  
Virginia Beach, Va. 

He learned some other things 
from his father as well.

“I remember putting business 
cards in thank-you letters [that he 
would mail] to his customers every 
year,” he recalls. “I remember the 
long hours he committed himself  to 
being top salesman in his industry. I 
remember all the great trips my mom 
[Samira Bakkar] and dad were able 
to enjoy together as a result of  his 
success. He taught me a strong work 
ethic and to have fun. He made sure 
to find time to always go fishing.”

Bakkar’s brother, Mike, start-
ed with PSS – which was acquired 
by McKesson Medical-Surgical in 
2013 – three years before Victor. 
(Mike Bakkar still sells for McKes-
son Medical-Surgical today. A third 
brother, Charlie Bakkar, works with 
MedTech/MedCare). 

“Mike introduced me to PSS dur-
ing college,” says Bakkar. “I saw the 
relationships he built in the three years, 
and knew my personality and drive 
were a great fit for medical sales.”

Lessons in excellence
Selling did indeed suit him. “When 
you can solve your customers’ biggest 
problems, and they know you have 
the knowledge to do it; and when 
your relationship has earned their 
trust so they come to you for answers 
– you have achieved excellence.”

But excellence isn’t a solo prop-
osition, he learned.

As his territory grew, he found 
it increasingly difficult to do all the 
things associated with bringing on 
and maintaining customers, such as 
collecting accounts receivable, put-
ting out fires, and making sure de-
liveries arrive on time and contracts 

Victor Bakkar: 
Filling customers’ needs
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Excellence in Sales

Patrick Thombs never wanted to be a teacher, like his mom and dad. But 

educate others – such as his distributor partners and end users – on medical 
products? That works.

In fact, it has worked for more than 20 years for Thombs, Northeast re-
gional sales manager for Clorox Healthcare, and recipient of  the Repertoire/
HIDA Excellence in Sales Award for a manufacturer rep.

“Patrick is the quintessential manufacturer sales rep,” says Rich Dwyer, se-
nior regional manager, Henry Schein. “He gets in the car with my reps and not 
only sells his products, but teaches my team how to sell all products better.”

Thombs was born to be an 
educator, if  not a teacher. His late 
mother, Elizabeth J. Barker, taught 
middle school and special education 
for more than 20 years. “She always 
wanted to be affecting kids’ lives,” 
not just those of  her students, but 
her five kids and eight grandchil-
dren too, says Thombs, who lives in 
Wethersfield, Conn.

“She had a zest for life,” he says. 
She started a legacy garden at one of  
her schools, spent a year in London 
as part of  a teacher exchange pro-
gram, and was named Maine State 
Teacher of  the Year. 

“My mother was a school teach-
er who had an electric spirit, and I 
had never realized the true impact 
she had had on the world until her 
funeral. [Ms. Barker died in 2015 of  
lung cancer.] 

“Thousands of  people showed 
up to pay tribute to a woman I 
had always called ‘mum,’ but to many 
others, she was so much more. I’ve 
accomplished a lot in my life, but 
I’ve never before felt so proud 
as I was that night to be Liz’s 
(mum’s) son.

“Her goal was so simple: It was 
to impact every single person she 
came in contact with every single 
day. I am generally a carefree person 
by nature, but my mother’s spirit 
has inspired me to stop and smell 
the roses. I try to have an impact on 
at least one single person’s life each 
day with a laugh, a smile, by lend-
ing an ear, or helping with a prob-
lem, and I have incorporated that 
into my career on ride days, at sales 
meetings and during daily phone 
calls. Life is too short not to make 
an impact.”

Patrick Thombs: 
Sales educator
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BY  THE 
NUMBERS

A Readex survey found 
that 81% of respondents 

spend six hours or more reading each 
issue of Repertoire.

Those polled in a North 
American consumer survey 

trusted magazine ads at a much higher 
percentage (62%) than online offerings, such 
as search advertising (44%), online video 
ads (44%), social media ads (39%), mobile 
display (35%) and online banner ads (33%).

A Readex survey found 
that 29% of readers sold 

a product or service after reading an ad  
in Repertoire.

The majority of 
consumers (75%) still 

prefer promotional content and coupons 
from traditional print media – such as 
magazines, newspapers, inserts, and flyers.

•  Tomorrow’s physician customer. Our continuing series, depicting how medical 
schools are preparing today’s students to become tomorrow’s doctors … and the 
implications for Repertoire readers.

•  Rep Corner. There are a few thousand stories among Repertoire’s readers. 

•  IDN Opportunities. Knowledge of the customer increases the rep’s 
opportunities for successful selling. And who can’t use more knowledge  
about integrated delivery networks?

•  Windshield Time. News about the sales rep’s home away from home – the car.

•  Quick Bytes. Technology is changing the way reps work. Short takes  
on the latest out there.

•  HIDA Government Affairs Update and Distributor Sales Strategies

• Healthy Reps. Stay healthy, stay selling. 

• News about industry events, people in the news, and more.

REPERTOIRE 2018 TOPICS

•  Executive profiles. Repertoire goes in-depth with industry leaders  
on the latest trends

• Products to watch. Which new products should your customers know about? 

•  New models of care. Health systems buying retail clinics. IDNs and insurers 
partnering on healthcare coverage. Repertoire examines the partnerships and 
initiatives that are powering the next wave of innovation in the industry.

NEW FOR 2018

Repertoire Post-
Acute focuses on 
key trends and 
topics that impact 
sales reps who are 
selling to nursing 
homes, rehab 
facilities, home 
health and DME. 
Repertoire will 
examine the Post-
Acute market and 
trends in-depth in 
six issues.  
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Remote 
Control

Home Care Connect™ 
provides two-way 

communication  
and remote 

monitoring of  
home-based patients

A
pril 2017

Rem
ote Control —
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e Care Connect™
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DAIL-ENEWS ONLINE ADVERTISING OPPORTUNITIES: Banner Size - 120 x 240 pixels
• 1-2 weeks $2,000 per week                • 3-5 weeks $1,800 per week                • 6+ weeks $1,600 per week

• RepConnect App: $4,500

• Classified Ad: $500

• Bellybands: $7,500 (price may vary)

• 5x7 customized inserts: $8,500 (includes a full page ad)

• Full page customized insert: $9,000 (includes a full page ad)

•  Special section and content: Call for pricing and opportunity

• 2-Page Spread Advertisement: $9,900 (price may vary)

•  New Product Launch Campaigns:  
$15,000 (includes a training module)

•   Distribution Networking Receptions:   
Limited availability. Call for details!

ADDITIONAL OPPORTUNITIES

•  It builds a relationship with the people  
who purchase your products

• It aligns your company with market leaders
• It strengthens your company’s brand
• It creates trust with supply chain leaders

•  It helps you capture mind share,  
and therefore market share

• It delivers your message to their office

Advertising 
in Repertoire 

is a wise 
investment. 



Bleeds:  Ads which bleed must extend no less than 1/8-inch beyond trim. 1/8-inch of bleed 
is calculated into the sizes listed for full-bleed ads. The dashed lines indicate the 
trim edge, solid line shows live area and the darker gray indicates bleed edge. 

DISPLAY ADVERTISING SPECIFICATIONS: Trim  Size: 8.5” W x 11.75” H

1/2 Page 
Vertical:
Bleed

4 1/4” W x 12” H

Full-Page: 
Bleed

8 3/4” W x 12” H
(trim plus 1/8” 
bleed all around)

Non-bleeds:  The non-bleed sizes below allow for a 1/2-inch float space between 
ad and trim, as indicated in illustrations.

Full-Page: 
Non-Bleed

8” W x 11 1/4” H

1/2 Page 
Horizontal:
Non-Bleed

8” W x 5 1/8” H

1/2 Page 
Vertical:
Non-Bleed

3 5/8” W x 10 1/2” H

SUBMITTING ADS:
•  CMYK is the only accepted mode for color advertisements. Convert all 

artwork from RGB mode to CMYK. Do not use Pantone (PMS) colors in 
your layout, unless saved as CMYK process separations.

•  The publication is produced in Macintosh platform using Adobe 
Indesign CC. Ads produced on PCs must be submitted as a pdf with all 
fonts in outline form.

•  Advertisements must be built to size. Bleeds must extend at least 1/8-
inch beyond the trim area. Please keep vital matter at least 1/2-inch 
within trim area.

•  Include ALL screen and printer fonts with your layout. (Include those used by 
embedded graphics in illustration programs, unless converted to outlines.)

• Please put the advertiser’s name in the title of your file.

•  Please send a high resolution print ready pdf of your ad directly to your 
account manager.

DISPLAY ADVERTISING RATES:
Size 1x 6x 12x

Full page $7,430 $7,091 $6,585
Half page $5,380 $5,085 $4,695

1/2 Page 
Horizontal:
Bleed

8 3/4” W x 5 3/4” H

TERMS AND CONDITIONS:
  1.  Publisher reserves the right to position sales messages in each issue according to design space.
  2.  All messages are subject to the publisher’s approval. Publisher reserves the right to reject 

messages or advertisements not in keeping with publication’s standards.
  3.  The publisher assumes no liability for errors or omissions in reader service numbers.
  4.  Publisher will not be bound by any conditions, printed or otherwise, appearing on any order 

form, insertion order or contract when they conflict with the terms and conditions herein or 
any amendment hereto.

  5.  Requests for specific position are not guaranteed unless premium position is paid.
  6. Prices are subject to change.
  7.  Color proof must be supplied with advertising materials. 
  8.  The publisher’s liability for any error will not exceed the charge for the advertising in question.
  9.  Payment terms are net 30 days. Overdue accounts may be charged a 1.5 percent per month 

finance charge or the maximum legal rate of interest allowed by law for all past-due invoices.
10.  Recognized advertising agencies providing complete preferred print materials are allowed a 

commission on gross billing space, color and position, only if the account is paid within 30 days. 
11. Verbal agreements are not recognized.
12. No cancellations will be accepted after the Ad Due Date.



Think 
Outside  
the Box

Successful equipment 
sales calls for a broader 
look at the customer’s 
wants and needs.
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Think O
utside the Box —

 Successful equipm
ent sales calls for a broader look at the custom

er’s w
ants and needs.
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Sharps 
Injuries

Providers face new 
reporting requirements

July 2017
Sharps Injuries —

 Providers face new
 reporting requirem

ents

Facing 
     the 
Threat

Infection 
prevention will 
take a committed 
effort from 
providers across 
the care continuum
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June 2017
Facing the Threat —

 Infection prevention w
ill take a com

m
itted effort from

 providers across the care continuum

How to 
carry on in 
the midst of 
uncertainty

KEEP CALM … 
ADAPT
And
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